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July 1, 2003

Mr. Andrew Bates
Senior Advisor to the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington DC 20555-0001

SUBJECTI Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) Comments on Licensing Support
Network (LSN) Issues Raised at the June 3, 2003 LSNARP
Meeting

Dear Mr. Bates:

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI),V on behalf of the nuclear energy indus-
try, is pleased to submit these comments to the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion (NRC) as requested in your e-mail of June 18, 2003. In this e-mail you
asked LSNARP members to provide comments on four issues that were dis-
cussed in the June 3, 2003 LSNARP meeting in Las Vegas.

Industry's position on each of these four specific issues is stated in the enclo-
sure to this letter. More importantly, however, industry is concerned that
these issues be addressed in a manner that appropriately recognizes the im-
portance of stable procedures providing for a predictable and timely Yucca
Mountain licensing process. In this regard, NRC should refrain from intro-
ducing new expectations now that DOE is within 18 months of filing a license
application, and within 12 months of certifying compliance with the LSN
provisions of 10 CFR Part 2. New and unneeded NRC expectations may
cause unnecessary delays.

Unfortunately, there were two issues raised in the recent meeting that con-
tain the potential, if not expeditiously resolved, to introduce new regulatory
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expectations late in the process. Both of these issues involve information
technology aspects of the system. The first issue, discussed in question 2 of
your e-mail, suggests that clarifications on electronic media, file format, and
document duplication may require changes to 10 CFR Part 2. The second is-
sue, not discussed in your e-mail, involves potential limitations in NRC's
ability to 'web crawl" the large population of DOE documents before they can
be made available through the LSN. In the June 3 meeting, it was suggested
by NRC that the first issue could require a time consuming rulemaking and
that the second issue could impose upon DOE an additional, extra-regulatory
requirement to make its documentary material available ahead of the dead-
line currently required by 10 CFR Part 2. Neither an additional rulemaking
nor an advanced LSN deadline would contribute constructively to the Yucca
Mountain licensing process at this time.

NEI has evaluated both of these issues and is confident that potential solu-
tions exist that would not have a disruptive impact on the licensing process
at this time. As detailed in that part of the enclosure addressing issue num-
ber 2, NEIs position is that clarifications to 10 CFR Part 2 can be appropri-
ately addressed in either guidance or through special procedures provided for
in Section 4 of the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 553(b)). NEI has
also evaluated the web crawl issue and is prepared to work with NRC and
DOE toward a solution that will not result in the imposition of any extra-
regulatory deadlines on DOE. This offer of assistance is contained in our re-
sponse to issue 8 in the enclosure.

The enclosure contains NErs response in each area where comments were
requested. Regarding issue 1 we see no need for changing the existing regu-
lations, but otherwise endorse the proposed 'Alternative 4" for electronic
submission of documents. On issue 4 we support the continued role of the
LSNARP but caution that LSNARP deliberations should not be used as a
substitute for necessary applicant/regulator interactions between NRC and
DOE. It is only with respect to issues 2 and 3, as discussed above, where we
see the potential for significant adverse impact to the licensing process
which, however, can easily be avoided. We would be pleased to address any
questions the NRC may have on our comments.

Sincerely,

Enclosure
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cc: The Honorable Nils J. Diaz, Chairman, NRC
The Honorable Edward Mcagan Jr., Commissioner, NRC
The Honorable Jeffrey S. Merrifield, Commissioner, NRC
Karen Cyr Esq., General Counsel, NRC
William Travers, Ph.D. Executive Director for Operations, NRC
Carl J. Paperiello, Ph.D. Deputy Executive Director for Operations, NRC
Mr. Ellis W. Merschoff, Chief Information Officer, NRC
Mr. Daniel Graser, Izcensing Support Network Administrator, NRC
Mr. John Greeves, Director, Division of Waste Management, NRC

The Honorable Margaret S.Y. Chu, Ph.D., Director, Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management, DOE
Mr. W. John Arthur, Deputy Director, Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management, DOE
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ENCLOSURE

NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE
Response to issues identified in Andrew Bates' June 13, 2003 e-mail

Follow-up to June 3, 2003 LSNARP Meeting'

Issue 1: The April 15, 2003 "Analysis of High-Level Waste Large Documents"
discusses four alternatives for fulfilling the requirement in 10 CFR Part 2 for
electronic transmittal of documents submitted for the High-Level Waste proceeding.
The May 9, 2003 "Draft Guidance for Submission of Electronic Docket Materials
Under 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J" presents draft procedures for the electronic
submission of documents under the NRC recommended Alternative 4. Please
provide your comments on the recommended alternative and draft guidance.

NEI Response: Adoption of Alternative 4, as presented at the June 3, 2003
LSNARP, provides for the submittal of segmented files electronically, via the NRC
Electronic Information Exchange; and the submittal of 'physical/complex objects"
via optical storage media. The Nuclear Energy Institute CNEr) is, however, able to
comply with the current regulations pertaining to the electronic transmittal of
documents to the Electronic Docket without modification. Nevertheless, if
necessary for some reason, adoption of Alternative 4 would be acceptable to NEI,
provided that it would not disrupt the Department of Energy's current schedule for
submitting a license application by December, 2004.

Issue 2: The discussion covered possible changes to 10 CFR Part 2 to:
A allow service of CDsIDVDs (or other optical storage media) as part of

submissions to the HLW Electronic Docket;
B. require PDF and 300dpi as the format for adjudicatory filings; and
C. avoid LSN document duplication.

Options for proceeding with the proposed rule changes include the use of Direct
Final Rules, Proposed Rules, and Advanced Notices of Rulemaking. Your
comments on the best way to proceed with the rulemaking and the scope of the rule
change would be helpful

NEI Response: With respect to [A] allowing service of CDsIDVDs or other optic
storage media as part of submissions to the Electronic Docket, and [B] requiring
PDF and 30Odpi as the format for adjudicatory filings to the Electronic Docket, NEI
- for its part - believes that existing rules are adequate and do not require
modification. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the NRC were to conclude that a
modification to its rules is otherwise necessary, it should utilize the provisions of
subsections 4(a) and (b) of the Administrative Procedure Act (APAS), 5 U.S.C. §§
553(b)(3)(A), (B). Those portions of the APA provide for proceeding without notice
and comment in the case of- among other things - statements of policy, agency
procedure or practice, and for good cause. Proceeding under these provisions of the
APA is warranted, because there is no need for anything beyond a statement of
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NRC policy and a description of Commission procedures or practice, and the time
between now and the submittal of Electronic Docket materials is short.

With respect to the third aspect of the question pertaining to "[C] avoid[ing] LSN
document duplication," NEI is of the view that there is no need for any further
action at all. A common sense, straight-forward reading of applicable regulations
does not require that a party make documents upon which it intends to rely that are
in the possession of others available as part of the content of its portion of the LSN.
In fact, such a requirement would not only be burdensome, but impossible, since
documents in the possession of some parties will not be known to other parties until
it is time for the latter's certification of documentary material. If, nevertheless, the
NRC believes clarification is appropriate, such can easily be set forth in regulatory
guidance as part of Regulatory Guide 3.69, 'Topical Guidelines for the Licensing
Support Network," as is specifically provided for in the definition of 'documentary
material" contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.1001. In no event is rulemaking necessary.

Issue 3: During the meeting the NRC solicited interest from any of the potential
parties to participate in testing of the NRC Electronic Information Exchange and/or
the Draft Guidance for Submission Of Electronic Docket Materials. Any parties
interested in participating in the testing should identify a point of contact and we
will provide additional detailed information and assistance.

NEI Response: NEI would welcome the opportunity afforded by such participation
to begin looking at solutions for handling the increased estimated load of documents
to be crawled for DOE's portion of the LSN. There seem to be a number of issues in
play including potential limitations in NRCs ability to 'web crawl" the large
population of DOE documents before they can be made available through the LSN.
In the June 3 meeting, it was suggested by NRC that these limitations could impose
upon DOE an additional extra-regulatory requirement to make its documentary
material available ahead of the deadline currently required by 10 CFR Part 2. Our
understanding of the primary issue related to the time required to load the
documents is the auditing function and the data loading speed of the crawler.
There may be some innovative ways of speeding up this portion of the process.
NEI's point of contact for participation in any future testing/problem solving is John
McIntire, Senior Director, Information Technology and Office Services, (202)-739-
8041, e-mail jdmninei.org.

Issue 4. The question of the role and continuing need for and effectiveness of the
LSNARP was raised. Your thoughts on this issue are also invited.

NEI Response: The LSNARP provides an excellent forum for prospective
participants in the Yucca Mountain licensing process to gain valuable information
regarding implementation of the LSN, which is a key facilitating element of the
process. As such, this forum should be continued. However, LSNARP deliberations
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should not be used as a substitute fcr necessary or desirable applicant/regulator
interactions between NRC and DOE. As such, we encourage NRC and DOE to
continue to work together beyond the LSNARP to resolve issues that are unique to
the license applicant and regulator and to continue to keep other potential parties
informed through the LSNARP. The LSNARP should, in this regard, continue to
be used as an information exchange vehicle and not a authoritative body whose
decision-making processes could impose unnecessary delay upon the licensing
process itself.
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